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STATE COLLEGE AT BRIDGEWATER, MASS.

Vol. XLI No.7

seA WEEKEND IS SUCCESS •• STARS SHINE
seA

By Cheryl Faris

Votes To Lower Academic
Standards for Office

In an SCA council meeting held
on March 2, 1967, it was proposed,
in the form of a constitutional
amendment, to lower the QPR requirements for all offices, either
class or SCA, to a 2.0 QPR. The
motion passed 15 to 2.
Other items under discussion
were:' the Dean's list requirements
in relation to training grades, the

recent defeat in the council of a
motion calling for the payment of
council members' SCA dues by the
Association at large, and the instalation of change machines in the
commuters rooms.
NOTE: The change in the requirements for offices takes force in the
upcoming general elections for SCA
executive board positions.

The two types of people in the
world, "those that are Irish and
those that wish they were,' 'met in
the Kelly Gymnasium on Sunday.
February 26th, to see the Clancy
Brothers and Tommy Makem and to
hear David,della Rosa, and Brooks.
The latter proved to be a pleasant
surprise for the first half of the
evening, and the former were everything everyone knew they would be
during the second half.
Hod David, Diane della Rosa
(introduced as "able to leap tall
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8:00 Kappa Delta Pi _. RotundaCake Sale
8:00 C.F. - Orchestral Music
Meeting - Center
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10:00 Assembly- John Williams
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7:00 PEM Club - Gym
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7:00 Alcohol Meeting - Tilly,
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ACE Meeting- Pope
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- Aud.
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10 :30 - 3:30 Blazer FittingsSmall Commuters Room
7:30 Herodotus Film - Tilly

23

7:30 IRC Meeting - Speaker Tilly

25

6:00 Phi Pi Delta - Burnell Spaghetti Supper

26

Rotunda - '67 Alpha appointments for Sr. pictures

Sanguins Seep In
This year's Bleed-In managed to
squeeze 136 pints of blood out of
BSC donors. Thi"s yield failed to
match last year's 186 pints.
Mr. Werner attributed the difference to the fact that holding the
Bleed- In on a Friday had been an
unfortunate, though unavoidable deciSion.
Nevertheless, the turnout, if
somewhat disappointing in number.
was rewarding in enthusiasm. The
affair went very smoothly due to
favorable accommodations in the
gym.
Only sixteen prospective
donors were rejected - their blood
was just not equal to their spirit.

A-Y Get New

Copier
The Audio-Visual Dept. has a new
A.B.Dick photocopier. This machine
will be available for students to have
flat materials photocopied at the cost
of $.10 pel' copy up to 8 1/2 x 11.
This machine will copy in black and
white from any copy, color or black
and white. Audiovisual Club men will
be available at Room S103 (Science
Building) during class hours as follows:
Mon. & Wed. 7:30a.m. - 7:15p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 8:00a.m. - 9:00p.m.
Fr1.
7:30a.m. - 3:00p.m.

By Peggy Chiulli

The transformation of the familiar
Horace Mann Auditorium stage into
a fifteenth century castle is only one
of the exciting aspects of the D·~·ama
Club 's pr:)dcl.'~tion, "Once Upon a
Mattress."
The musical comedy has been performed on the Broadway stage. and
also on televiSion, starring Carol
Burnett.
It is based on the fairy
tale "The Princess and the Pea."
In the play, KingSextimus, (Bruce
Taylor) who has been cursed by a
witch into dumbness, is doubly
cursed. Even ifhe was able to speak,
he probably wouldn't be allowed to
by his wife, Queen Aggravain (Joanne
Diotolevil, who rules the kingdom,
the king, and the Prince Dauntless
(Richard Briggs) by name, but not
in deed.
The Queen will allow no
marriages until the Prince finds a
ane-hundred per cent genuine princess for a Wife, which is especially

Campus
Non-Communication
Examined
PreSident Adrian Rondileau called
a special meeting of Deans Shea,
Harrington. and Deep, and the heads
of the major student organizations
on campus, March 1, to discuss
apathy and the lack of communications among students, their representatives, the faculty,and the administration.
All present agreed that more
coverage of the meetings of clubs
and organizations might help fill
the communications gap. The corresponding secretaries of all clubs
are requested to give the minutes,
or summaries, of their meetings to
the Campus Comment.
The group, which included heads
of SCAt the Day Student Association,
the Dorm CounCil, Class PreSidents,
representatives of the three fraternities, the Editors of ALPHA, CHAPBOOK, and the CAMPUS COMMENT.
voted to confer twice a semester in
order to discuss further means of
eliminating apathy and closing the
communications gap.

difficult for the Prince, mainly because his mother doesn't want him
to marry at all! At the time our
story begins, the Queen has rejected
eleven candidates because they could
not pass her royalty tests.
The situation is bad, but not hopeless, until, that is, Lady Larkin
(Elaine Conger) notifies her true
love Sir Harry (JQn Cuccinato) that
he'd better
find
Dauntless a
princess, because Harry better
marry Lady Larkin before nine
months is up.
Desparately. Harry searches for
a princess whose qualifications will
force the Queen to accept her as
genuine.
Sir Harry brings our
heroine to court - Princess Winnlfred from Wallows-on-the-Mire
(Kathy Camara). She too is required
to pass a test which the Queen and
the Wizard (Jef Hoyt) concoot to insure Winnifred's failure.
.
Telling no one else, the Queen
and Wizard conceal a solita.ry pea
beneath twenty mattresses on Winnifred's bed - to test her for Royal
sensitivity. To pass the test. Wlnnifred must NOT get a good night's
sleep.
To. further lessen Winnifred's
success, the Queen holds an Official' Ball, with abundant drinking
and dancing to tire the Princess out.
Prince Dauntless is faSCinated, and
the Queen horrified by Winnifred's
loudness even though Wlnn1fred insists that she's shy.)
The ball goes on late into the
night, and the Queen finally escorts
the princess to her bed. The Princess is left - To sleep or not to
sleep.
Does the Princess Winni Win her
true love?
Performances will be Thl,;(rsday,
Friday and Saturday, MarCh 30 31
and April 1, with reserved seats o~
Saturday.
Based on a book by Thompson,
Barer, and Fuller, the play is:
Produced and Directed by Professor
Robert J. Barnett.
Musical Direction by Professor Vincent H. Gannon.
Scenery and Costume DeSign is by
George W. Terhune,
Costuming by Kathy Cotter and
Choreography by Prof. Barnett.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE

bUildings with a Single bound"), and
Skip Brooks were the singing part
of the group that bears their names,
and "den mother" Otis Stevens on
the bass completed the act. Theirs
was a well-rounded hour, beginning
with a fine arrangement of "I Feel
a Song Coming On/' wending through
"Masochistic Baby," and finishing
with a medley from WEST SIDE
STORY.
They expressed their awareness
and knowledge of the younger part
of their audience with the satirical
"Bright College Days," and then
introduced "poetry in music" with
a dramatic reading of a poem named
"Stanyion Street," from THE LONESOME CITIES by Rod McEwhan.
Their smooth voices and happypersonalities sparked an enthusiastic
response from the audience, as they
ended the first part of the show:
Then came the highlight of the
SCA Weekend, a group VARIETY
calls "Smashingl" and BILLBOARD
calls
"Greatl"
the Clancy
Brothers and Tommy Makem. With
riotous good spirits the four Irishmen bounded onto the stage, and
within minutes had the audience
singing a "favorite," "Brennan On.
the Moor."
From there on in~ the
show - the night - was theirs. Paddy
Tom, and Liam Clancy, "with the
map of Ireland on their faces," and
Tommy Makem, looking like nothinK
so much as a tall leprechaun, giggled

at the thought of being at a "mostly
girl teachers" college, told impish
jokes with impish smiles, teased
the audience into singing like a
"drunken
Mormon
Tabernacle
Choir, Jl - and sang.
Recognizing the true Irish spirit
of Bridgewater, they sang songs
which are, for them, traditional.
"Wild Colonial Boy" and "Gypsy
Rover" and "Jug 0' Punch" are as
familiar to their fans as their white
bulky-knit sweaters, and non-fans,
or rather, newfans,caughtonquickly.
The boys - they have to be "boys,"
they're too full of fun to be "men" were at times lusty and bawdy and
rollicking, as with "Fine Gal You
Are!" or "Isn't It Grand?" They
were as condemning, of the British
as all good Irishmen are, and, at
times, as romantic.
They captivated the entire audience, and succeeded in raising the
roof of the "mausoleum," as they
saw the gym. No one wanted them
to lea,ve when they started Singing
their parting song, "The Parting
Gl:ass. "
They brought their wit. their
showmanship, their music from Ireland to America with nothing lost
in the transition. They united the
two types of people: everyone left
feeling Irish. It was a great evening!

New England Exposed
To the average New Englander,
it's a. far cry from a SnOw covered
New Hampshire church to a five
story cotton mill, but Dr. George
K. LewiS, Chairman of the Department of Geography at Boston Universi ty, correlated all aspects of the
New England scene in a well organized, slide-illustrated talk in the
Science Lecture Hall. The lecture,
entitled "New England-Image and
Reality" presented a complete overview of all aspects of New England
geography and was attended by more
than 100 students and faculty.
The first section of Dr. Lewis'
three part lecture presented the
New England "image", straight
from the pages of travel bureau
calendars. It was New England seen
through the eyes of the rest of the
country. Dr. LewiS showed slides
of a rocky Maine coast, small fishing villages, picturesque country
churhces and fall foliage scenes
with covered bridges and maple
sugar trees. The emphasis was on
cobblestone streets lined with buildings designed in the Tudor English
style of architecture, typified by
Old Deerfield and the town meeting
"reeking of democracy at the grass
roots level. ",

Then Dr. Lewis turned abruptly
to the "reality". Long rows of red
brick mills, in Lowell, Lawrence,
New Bedford and Fall River were
shown sandwiched among crowded
three decker tenement houses. As
pointed out, the three decker was
invented in New England and assimilated into the landscape where it
still flourishes today.
The town
green has been replaced by neon
Sign-studded buildings clustered
around the center. Dr. Lewis stated
that New England has more Commercial highway strips and billboards
than any other part of the country.
The region also has more than its
share of abandoned quarries, town
dumps and polluted rivers. Many
deserted railway depots testify to
New England's old, densely integrated railroad system. Phantom
farm houses are the only remnants
of many local farmers who moved
west to richer land or into the cities
to work in the factories. Dr. Lewis
also showed slides of Boston Harbor
and Roxbury in this part of the lecture.
The last section, Dr. Lewis called
the "balance." It presented the true
New England - new industrial build, Continued on Pg. 3, Col. 5

Mods Prove Magnificent
Thursday night's Modern Dance
Show began with a fanfare of courtly
airs and long plumed hats as the
entire club marched on. A variety
of moods permeated the first half
of the show beginning with the dark
and murky shadows of ICBackstreet"
with Annelyse Teeven and Julie Melvin, and the sprightly air of real
flesh-and-blood puppets in "No
Strings Attached" with TonyaBenoit
and Roberta Cooper. Three temptresses Susan Keough, Jessica Young
and Donna Shanahan brought new life
to the familiar "Goldfinger." Nancy
Welch choreographed her dramatic
dance around the idea that for the
first few minutes after birth, one is
free, then submits to the confines of
society. Seniors, Joyce Harrington
and Roberta Cooper performed a
lively Oriental type dance which was
well received by the audience. The

- MARCH

31, 1967

first half of the show ended on a
comic note through the ingenuity of
choreographer Anita Irwin. Eight,
members with bright pink bow ties
and ill-fitting hats romped through
"Overtime". '
Part Two was colorfully introducedby "Measure For Measure",
choreographed by Eliza Alager, with
each of the three dancers using a
small stool as a focal point. "Disc overy" with Lynn Baldwin and Mary
Ellen Hemenway effectively carried
space invasion to the Bridgewater
campus.
In the last number Eliza .Alagar
truly did bring the audience out of
the real into the unreal inher graceful "Transgression".
The show
closed on a gay note with a kaleideoscope of performances by the
e ntire· club.
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Editorials
DSA Is Not Dead

Discord By a Nose

Attention Commuters! This year the members of the Day Student Association decided thev would not - I repeat - would not go into hibernation after
the Commuters'·Christmas Banquet. I realize that many "old guard" commuters \\1ll shake their heads and insist that praise for DSA is a bit premature, but let's face it, fellow students, after years of believing that the
DSA is merely a ficticious, possibly subversive organization any "offseason" activities require note.
One of the first innovations was a bulletin board in the Large Commuter's
Lounge. Besides prOviding a medium for communication between the DSA
and the commuters, there is space on the bulletin board for personals and
frat notices. Another new sight in the Large Commuter's Room is a Suggestion Box. It is hoped that the commuters will use this to pass their ideas
on to the DSA. Many more projects are planned for the rest of the year, but
the DSA needs your support. For example, the DSA r~cently announced that
any posters to be hung in the Commuters' Rooms must be cleared through
the DSA.
It is hoped that this ·will help keep these rooms a bit cleaner.
Fine, but it is up to the individual commuters to pick up their own junk!

In Appreciation
It started with Tony Montenaro, pantomimist; its latest was Marvin
Gordon'S Ballet Concepts. "It" is the Assembly Program, which has this
year been met with unprecedented, enthusiastic response. This is due in
part to what seems to be awakening student interest in schOOl programs, but
perhaps the awakening interest is due to the quality of the programs.

CAMPUS COMMENT here wants to congratulate Robert Briggs, and all
the other committee members, for bringing these people to Bridgewater.
BSC has been blamed for its "culturallag," but culture is being presented;
the students are often called "apathetic," but response has been far from

,

fu~

On March 14th, guitarist John Williams performed,and on April 11th, author
Vance Packard will spe~ If attendance at, and response to these assemblies
is as enthusiastic as it has been, perhaps the Committee could work out a
way to present more than five of these fine programs a 'year. And if the
Committee continues to show such excellent taste in the selection of these
assemblies, it will gain a lasting reputation as one of the finest campus
activities.

Life is so compUcated these days,
isn't it? But, fellow students, when
you find out, for instance, you have
seven tesfs in one day, take heart!
Others have problems much larger
and more important. Take Uncle
Sam's problems in foreign affairs.
Unfortunately for our bearded
leader, it is the vogue these days
for our allies to assume a rather
ungentlemanly pOSition regarding
him. You see, at the same time
they shake his hand in friendship,
they pull the rug from under him
by taking a neutral stand. Of course,
this is ratherem.barrassingforhim,
as he finds him.self sitting on the
floor. But his problems do not end
there, for as he climbs back on his
feet, he still finds it necessary to
make a decision as to whether or
not he will again step onto the same
rug. And many times he does return
again to his SaIne positiOn. This
may seem illogical, but it is our
present policy in many countries.
But since the conversation has
turned to the subject of rug pullers,
thoughts naturally turn to that tried
and true rug puller par excellence,
Charles de Gaulle. Some readers
may have noticed in the past few
years a certain breakdown in the
rapport between those historically
great drinking buddies, the U.S. and
France. The popular action these
days is to ask autom.atically what our
Uncle has done to provoke such a
diSintegration of friendship. Well,
the anSwer is: "Not much". However, the fact that Uncle Sam is not
responsible for some downturn of
events today is accepted with great

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
Congratulations! As the neweditor of CAlvlPUS COMMENT I am sure
you will do the best possible job. If
you are able to maintain your stated
objectives you will be able to greatly
improve communications on this
campus. However, I feellmusttake
issue with you.
.In

your

stated

objective, you

expressed your determination to
continue the newspaper's drive for
more funds for more instructors.
Although I have already stated that
some consideration must be made
for office and classroom space first
before any additions should be contemplated, I feel I must now modify
my stand.
At the March 2, S.C.A. meeting,
President Dan Kelliher annonnced
that some 250 extra students and
some 90 Additional Classes would
be added to the college next year.
As we are all aware that no new
classroom or office space will become available until the Student
Union 1s completed, this increase
can, and probably will, have grave
results. Necessity has dictated this
large increase, both because applications for admissions have increased rapidly, and because students have asked for more electives.
(I was told that many of these new
classes are new electives.)
But
what of the impact of this increase
on the campus? Ninety new classes
mean a significant increase inclassroom use and instructors. Of course
the college realizes this and probably already has hired, or is in the
midst of hiring, these needed additional instruotors. However, as the
size of classes this year already
demonstrates, sometimes the col-

lege is unable to hire enough instructors to fill its needs. If the problem
is lack of funds, then we should
initiate action to help secure these
funds •.
I am not sure, but it may already
be too late to effectively petition the
legislature for increased funds for
this purpose during the next fiscal
year.
The CAMPUS COMMENT,
however has sat on this issue for
several precious months, when
something could have been done.
The numbers of additional instructors, the amount of money
needed, the procedures for petitioning, these must all be found out
immediately. Action is needed now,
not next year when overcrowding
could again be an issue NOW!!!
Sincerly,
Gerard M. Kelley
To the Editor:
The assistance, cooperation, and
support from the many people, clubs
and organizations on campus was
appreciated in the past S.C.A. weekend, (February 24-26, 1967). The
concerted effort of everyone involved made this weekend a social
success. I would like to extend a
special thanks to the Division of
Student Personnel and to the S. C.A.
council members who put nlUch time
and energy into the production of
this past all-college weekend.
I
hope that this type of co-operation
will set a precedent for future
functions.
Sincerely,
Douglas Lay
Vice President, (pro-tem) S.C.A.
Editor:
Criticism is the life-blood of a
free social system, and of any institutions within it. Criticism ismore
than a checking system through
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which corruptions are attacked; like
a blood stream it also transports
ideas facilitating the flow of the
social system's body flUid; intellectual exchange. Criticism, however,
also has its blood clots which form
from alienated parts of the system.
Close-mindedness is part of the
social system which alienates criticism-from invective to Juvenalian
satire. When
critiCism arises
against any action or idea, whether
or not the criticism proposes a
solution, the criticism should be
conSidered.
If the criticism is
mistaken or misdirected, then explanation of the situation should be
undertaken for examination of the
root problem. But, in either case
a clotting stubborn resistance to
criticism should not be established:
clots in the lifestream of any system have a bad habit of strangling
unexpected numbers of productive
members.
Sincerely yours,
Jame s G. H. Moore

reluctance by many; after all he
must be doing something wrong. But,
assuming that he has" not erred,
what is the reason for the current
emnity? To state the truth Simply,
one can say that de Gaulle is to
blame, but the reasons for his actions cannot be stated so simply.
To many Americans, Charles de
Gaulle is an enigma, a mandynamically involved in the international
affairs of his time, and yet belonging more comfortably in decades
past. His behavior seems erratic,
his reasons obscure, and his egotistic personality offensive. We see
him as an ingrate, a person who
refuses to recognize any obligation
in action for the fact that in two
world wars American lives and
finances were largely responsible
for the saving of his country as a
political and territorial entity. He
appears to us today as the backstabber, the bad guy in the black
hat on the Western European scene,
with evil smile and rapier in hand,
poised to strike when opportunity
presents itself. This may perhaps
be overstated, but the fact remains
that de Gualle's aim is to weaken
the base of influence of the U.S. in
Europe.
Why?
To answer this
logically, we must speak of his
childhood. The parents of Charles
de Gaulle were paSSionately proFrench. and as a child de Gaulle
was imbued both with great moral
and patriotic feeling. He grew up
in the personal belief, considered
perhaps boyish at the time, that he
would in time play an important part
in the history of his cQuntry. If
nothing else, his very name, de
Gaulle, translated "of France"
seemed to connote to him some
special future recognition. He grew
up in the opinion that France was
synonymous with glory, grandeur,
and power, and that as a nation it
is incomplete, its honor impaired,
without the possession of all three
components. The glory and grandeur
of France remains today, the power
is gone, and to Charles de Gaulle
this is a situation that must be remedied with himself. selected by
fate and destiny, providing the cure.
At the end of World War II, General

de

Gaulle was the greatest

national hero of the time in France.
He was held in great personal and
professional esteem by his countrymen, as symbol of the resistance,
and his personal ambition for power
was obvious and well known. Yethe
chose not to make aconc&rtedeffort
in assuming leadership. This seems
incongruous, but his reasons were
sound. France in 1945 was internally
very weak., Economicallyandpolitically it was a shambles and as such
needed outside help in its regrowth.
The U.S. provided this assistance,
as de Gaulle reasoned it WOuld, and
so for the present he removed his
name from the political limelight
with the purpose of disassociating

By DanIel W. Kelliher

himself with any direct responSibility for outside influence on
France. When he took hold of the
reins of government, as he assumed
he eventually would. he wanted to be
considered as a breath of fresh air,
a heroic symbol of the past, untainted by foreign interests, and
capable of establishing the country's
traditional power and glory. It has
been his attempt to accomplish these
aims, since the beginning of his presidency in 1958, that has brought him
to odds with the U.So
According to de Gaulle, the
grandeur of France will be restored
when it is the dominant power in
Europe. Its chief rival for this position is the U.S•• and thus, itis this
country's influence which must be
weakened and eventually terminated.
To accomplish this, he has ordered
American troops and NATO headquarters out of France. He has held
up the admittance of Great Britain
into the Common Market until she
relinquishes greatly her ties with
AmeriCa. He attempts to win world
prestige and increase France's political advantage by making overtures
of friendship and cooperation with
Russia. thereby making the position
of the U.S. more awkward. calls the
Americans the aggressors in the
current struggle in VietNam, taking
into consideration nothing of the Viet
Cong's contribution to theprolongation of the conflict. In short, he
frustrates this countryineverypossible way open to him. That he should
so alienate himself from the U.S,
and attempt to drive it from the
European scene when his own military forces are incapable of filling
the vacuum, appears initially foolish
and in his case perhaps the product
of a senile mind. This is not so;
his poliCies are well thought out and
correlated with both the strength of
countries involved and each nation's
willingness to use that strength.
The irony of the entire matter is
that regardless of any embarassment he may heap on this country,
should anything go wrong in his
planning, and the Soviet Union be. gins an outright attack or gradual
encroachment, de Gaulle could ask
for United States aid. and he knows
he would receh"e it.

\Vb.y. you ask"

The reasons are baSic and Simple.
First, the U.S, would not allow a
forcible takeover by the Communists
in this area. Second, in the prevention of such a takeover, a military
position on the continent is imperative. and Western Europe is untenable by a non-continental power
without the pos·session of France as
an area of defense, offensive staging,
and supply.
The importance of
France in the land strategy of Europe
gives him license to treat us as he
wishes and still be assured of our
protection. It is a Simple, if unpleasant fact of life, that one must
take the good with the bad; C'est la
vie.

NSA Explains CIA Link
As a result of the recentpublicity
linking the National StudentAssociation and the Central Intelligence
Agency, twelve past presidents of
the· student organization have issued
a statement concerning the relationship of NSA and CIA.
The twelve stated that:
NSA believed that there was a
critical need for the American student to be an actiV'e participant in
world affairs in order to create a
more sensible world atmosphere.
Three aspects of NSA's international pOlicies were emphasized;
-NSA sought to strengthen democratic student organization in
countries where they existed, and
encourage their formation where
they did not.
-NSA's attitude was consistently
but not uncriticallY sympathetic to
nationalist aspirations in ASia,
Africa and Latin America.
-NSA chose to deal with the Soviet
Union as a political adversary.
Without substantial funds. it was
stated, NSA would have been immobilized.
yet
immobilization
would have been preferred if the
only funds available were conditioned on impairment of the
independence of anY of NSA's principles. While
we
consistently
searched for alternative sources of
funds, it was stated. theonlyrealistic and reasonable source available
to us was the CIA. Attempts at
control would
not have been
tolerated and would have resulted
in imme'diate 'termination of the
relatIonShip.
(Ed. note: BSC was formerly affiliated with this organization. We
are now memberS of Associated
Student Governments.)

Alfentio·nl!!
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED AND WOULD LIKE TO BECOME A MEMBER OF
THE CAMPUS COMMENT STAFF AS A NEWS REPORTER, FEATURE WRITER.
CARTOONIST, PHOTOGRAPHER~ BUSINESS ASSISTANT, CIRCULATION
ASSISTANT, TYPIST, OR LAYOUT ASSISTANT, COMPLETE THE FORM
BELOW AND RETURN IT TO THE CAMPUS COMMENT BOX IN THE FACULTY
MAILROOM OR IN THE CAMPUS COMMENT OFFICE IN THE FOYER OF
HORACE MANN AUDITORIUM.
PRESENT. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ARE ALSO REQUESTED TO RETURN
A COMPLETED FORM.
EVERYONE WHO APPLIES FOR A POSITION WILL BE CONSIDERED. A
LETTER OF APPOINTMENT OR RE-APPOINTMENT WILL BE SENT TO
ALL PERSONNEL.
PAST EXPERIENCE IS NOT A PREREQUISITE; INTEREST AND WILLINGNESS TO WORK ARE PREREQUISITES.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CLASS & MAJOR. _ _ _ _ _ __
POSITION DESIRED _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY A MEMBER OF THE STAFF, PLEASE INDICATE
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO WORK IN YOUR PRESENT STATUS NEXT YEAR.
YES
NO
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Pil, Prise., and
nSixpence, "
for seA Weekend
A carnival and dance high-lighted
the festivities of S.C.A. Winter
Weekend, Saturday night, Feb. 25.
The Carnival was held in the large
gym with assorted games, booths,
and prizes for attractions.
The Kappa Delta Phi pie-throwing
contest, one of the most popular
events of the evening, drew an
enthusiastic (if somewhat sadistic)
crowd. Few could resist the opportunity or the invitation to sling apie
at the heads of the two heroic (if
somewhat masochistic) Kappa brothers.
For those more interested in unsuspecting victims, the Sophomore
class sponsored a jail of crepe
paper construction (modeled after a
nearby institution) in which anyone
who had the inclination and the
tickets could land some innocent
soul Simply by charging him with
an offense.
The victim was then
immediately arrested. incarcerated. and left to the 9harity of his
friends for bail. Among the transient guests ofthis paper niache prison
were Dean Deep and Tony Andre.
the policeman on duty.
Other attractions of the evening
included Phi Pi Delta's fortune teller, PEM Club's basketball throw
game, the Earth Science Club's
miniature golf course, a sideshow
of the gay Nineties, and an everpopular dart game called "Pop the
Prof. "
Both the carnival and the dance
featuring the Sixpence were successful in attendance and enthUSiasm.
Congratulations and thanks
are in order to all concerned with
the annual BSC affair.

New Language
Format Predicted
Medford, Mass. - (I.P.) - Future
college language majors will be forbidden to speak their own tongues
for as much as a y~ar at a time,
Predicts Dr. Seymour O. Simches,

~I. }j.F~!~J~lii~M~~h~ijr:-~ "-.

News Briefs
Masse s during Lent at the Newman
Center will be as follows:
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday12:00 noon
Tuesday and Thursday-5:00 p.m.

*************************
Achille Joyal of BSC will be the
guest of the Herodotus Club on Wednesday, Maroh 15, at 7:45 p.rn. in
the Demonstration Room. His topic
will be "Modern Cambodia." Admission is free and refreshments
will be served.

*************************
The Third Annual Town-College
Banquet will be held in Tillinghast
Dining Hall, Saturday evening, April
8. at 6:00 p.rn.

*************************
The last lecture in the current
Newman Club's series will be presented during third hour on March
21. Gerald Cohen, Assistant Profe SSor of Theology at Stonehill will
speak on "Marriage and Current
Moral Problems."

*************************
WRA is sponsoring a SpringWbist
Party in Tilly T.V. Room on Tuesday, March 21, from 7:30 to 10:00
p.m.
To facilitate organization,
please sign-up in teams of two by
March 15.

*************************
Juniors are reminded to have their
pictures taken at Dodge-Murphy's in
Whitman during the next few weeks.
Appointments may be made by calling 447 -5542.

*************************
The Speech and Drama Department at Bridgewater will host the
State College Speech and Drama
Departments on April 5.

*************************

Dr. Simches. 'in announcing Tufts'

third summer French Institute,
foresees use of a professional semester or even a year in the regular
academic schedule, in which the
student will take course only in his
major and immerse himself in his
non-class time in the culture of the
nation whose language he is learning.
He said he expects, colleges to
conduct such professional semesters in the languages in which they
have strong departments and to develop an exchange system to enable
language majors to take advantage
of the programs in other colleges.
The institute approach, adapted
to the school year, whould be a
break-away from the traditional
academic curricula in which language is studied in single courses
along with other courses taught in
English, he explained. "In the Institute all courses are taught in
French and the student is required
to speak French even at meals and
in the dormitory."
The 40 students from colleges
throughout the country attending next
summer's Institute at Tufts will
have such an integrated language
experience. Speaking and reading
only in French, they will study the
history, ~olitical science. sociology
and literature of that country with
the assistance of expert lecturers
in each field.
They will attend
French motion pictures, and perform French plays and music. A
French native speaker will be conversation leader at each dining
table.

Apply for Aid
by April 15
Mr. Paul F. Kelley, Financial
Aid Officer. has announced that applications for finanCial aid for the
fiscal year 1967-1968 are available
from the secretary in the Division
of Student Personnel.
All students desir,ingaid (National
Defense Student Loan, Economic
Opportunity Grant, College Work
Study Program) for period July I,
1967-June 3, 1968, must make applioation prior to April 15. 1967.
Note that this includes all students
planning to work under the College
Work Study Program this summer.

"In Loco Parentis"
Defended
Galesburg, ill. - (I.P.) - The
Dean of Students at Knox College
recently defended a college's role
as "foster parent" to its students
in an address on "The Doorway to
Independf3nce. " Dr. Wilbur F. Pillsbury, who is professor of economics
as well as vice-president for student
affairs, lamented the fact that some
educators have renounced the principle of "in loco parentis."
"Students," he said, "are asking
for someone in their educational institution to help them establish and
shape their values, sdhleone to talk
to about love and marriage, and not
just about sex. someone to help them
through their emotional problems.
It is in this concept of "in loco
parentis" where I believe we have
fallen down."
Student u:nrest. Dean Pillsbury
noted, is not restricted to large
universities. "I have been on college campuses of800 students where
the "sink or swim" attitude exists
and where students flounder helplessly." he said. "As long as an
institution puts a first order of
bUSiness on research grants from
Washington, on publish or else, ,on
research so that we have fewer
student contact hours, then, I believe, we will have students who
look down on our roles as educators
and on our role as foster parents,"
he said.
~an Pillsbury said· that some
students and educators "read into
the phrases 'in loco parentis' a
sinister intention on the part of
colleges to suppress the rights of
students and to keep them under
their thumbs. If this is what the
term means. then I, too, reject this
notion.
Surely there is more to
our role as foster parents, and to
parenthood, than authority and rule
making -- though that, too, is part
of the bargain - and an important
and absolutely vital part."
Dr. Pillsbury concluded: "Parenthood and 'in loco parentis' also
include concern, care. love. and
interest.
In short. I support 'in
loco ,parentis' because I believe
we should care. And I also plead
that we not keep the 'Doorway to
Independence' shut too tight or open
too wide.
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de Suze Awakens B'Water
By Diane Lindstrom
Carl de SUze, well-known radio
personality and disc jockey on WBZ,
was' the guide on a colorful, whirlwind tour of the Caribbean Islands
on Friday evening, Feb. 24 as the
first event of S.C.A. weekend.
From hundreds of feet above the
Caribbean Sea, our plane circles
down, down, down, and makes a
breath-taking landing on a miniscule
air strip built on the corner of the
mountain. Amid the modest wooden
dwellings of the people of the mountain top village is the foundation for
an expansive :resort hotel. This
a wakening of paradise to modern
living causes many complications.
The construction project utilizes
native labor. but the sudden rise in
the village economy causes a rise in
prices. The villages simply cannot
afford this inflation.

Ass8.bly COllmittee

Announces
'67 ·'68 Program

Prof. Robert J o Barnett has announced the programs planned by
the Assembly Committee for the
coming 1967-68 school year:
October 10-Singers Lynn Blair and Mark
Howard will present a program
of operatic, operetta and show
tune productions.
November 14-Dr. Willey Ley. author, lecturer,
and pioneer authority on rocket
ships and space travel will speak
on "The Conquest of Spaoe."
December -A date will be set for the Winter
Fest program featuring the Verse
Choir.
February 13-Erskine Caldwell,
one of the
world's literary greats,
and
author of "Tobacco Road," and
"God's Little Acre," will lecture
on "Changing Writers and Changing Times."
March 5-Rod :Colbin will present "TheDeadly· Art" a program featuring
scenes from dueling matches from
"Cirino:' and "Romeo and Juliet'.'
April 9-Dr. Richard McLanathan, art
critic and prominent speaker on
art, will talk on "The World of
Leonardo Da Vinci."
May 9-Alexander Scourby, world famous
actor, will bring from Broadway
his show, "Walt Whitman's America. "

Mr. de Suze stressed that the new
political independence that the islands have won by: revolution is not
economic independence. The Caribbean Islands do not want to be conSidered a resort -- they need and
want industrial development.
After carefully gaining their CQnfidence follOwing the political revolution, the United States is helping
the people of the islands to develop
industrially. But private industry
is also needed to help.
The auditorium was well filled
for this enjoyable evening. This is
the twenty-first year that Mr. de
Suze has presented his travelogues,
and his second year at Bridgewater
sponsored by Chapbook. Mr. de Suze
spends six to eight weeks in the field
in preparation for his annual lecture.
Next year he hopes to make China
his subject.

LIBRARY
NOTES
Again this year the Institute of
Juvenile Guidance presented an art
exhibit at the Clement C. Maxwell
Library.
From February 25 to
March 10, students admired the
many paintings, ceramic works, and
leather craft. The boys at the Institute under the direction of Mr.
Donald Isaacs, displayed their artistic ability in pastels, water
colors, oils, leather and ceramic.
Opposite the front door hung a
large oil painting of a majestiC
clipper ship. Other works included
portraits of John Kennedy and Sophia
Loren, religious works, landscape
scenes and modern abstracts. The
display case contained ceramic wall
plaques, sculptures, a Nativtty scene
and hand-tooled leather pocketbooks.
From the Maxwell Library the exhibit went to Wheaton and other
colleges in the area.
The Library has added to its
possession a Filmac Reader--Printer
which claims to be able to reproduce microfilmed material. This
, 'machine is' IOdated on the -ground
floor near the circulation desk under
the watchful eye of the librarian in
charge.
The cost per copy is 25
cents. It is hoped that the Fllmac
Reader-Printer will alleviate the
problem of unautb.orized borrowing
of periodicals.
The Library has also recently
acquired 48 volumes of Massachusetts Law, Annotated.
For BSC
students these volumes will be useful in reference work with regard to
law in the field of education.

HOW WORLDLY AREYOU?
The following questions come
from the TIME Current Affairs
Test, from TIME, The Weekly News
Magazine. Can you answer them?
1. SelHnade millionaire Charles
Percy won his first elected office
by defeating his former professor.
this state's incumbent Senator,
William Douglas.
Name the state,
2. Civil Rights entered a new
phase with the emergence of black
power, a concept debated and defined
publicly by:
A. James Farmer
B. Stokely Carmicheal
C. Martin Luther King
D. All of the above
3, In aseriesoflandmarkrulings,
the U. S. SUpreme Court handed down
decisions on all but one of the
following:
A. Rights of arrested suspects.
B. Civil Rights Demonstrations.
C. Obscene literature.
D. Treatment of prisoners of war.
. 4. Looking to the 1968 presidential election, political pundits pointed
to all but one of the following possible combinations to head the
G.O.P. ticket:
A. Richard Nixon and Mark Hatfield.
B. George Romney and John Lindsay.
C. Ronald Reagan and Charles Percy
D. Hubert Humphrey and Robert
Kennedy.
5. Braving the threat of Viet Cong
reprisals, South Vietnamese flocked
to the polls in a free election to:
A. Legalize the U.S. presenoe there
B. Vote the Viet Cong out' of Congress.
C. Re-elect Premier Ky.
D. Elect an assembly to write a
consti tutton.
6. To avenge Arab terrorism

within its borders. this country
mounted its boldest reprisal since
the Suez crisis decades ago.
7. Taxpayers may now allot $1 of
their federal income tax for preSidential campaign expensee.
True or False?
'
8. One of baseball's greatest players, he set records for his pitching
and his salary, retired at thirty because of an arthritic arm.
His
name:
A. Sandy Koufax.
B. "Whizzer" White.
C. "Bubba" Smith.
D. Don Drysdale.
9. With point and pOignance, this
book spoke so wisely of students'
and teachers' problems that it became a best seller:
A. The Last Battle
B. Game s People Play
C. Up the Down Staircase
D. Giles Goat-Boy
10. When she began her crusade
for birth control 50 years ago the
phrase she invented was unmentionable and immoral: today it's one
solution to the world's population
explosion.
- Name the person.
NOTE: Answers will appear in
the next issue of CAMPUS COMMENT.
Answers from last issue's test:
1. F
2. Michigan
3. C. William Fulbright
4. A
5. Italy
6. C. Rangoon
7. Francisco Franco
8. True
9. C. Sun light
10. C. DMZ

Mephistopheles
There's a rumor about that the up
and coming birth of. Lucy Baines'
baby will be nationally televised.
Meph wishes the baby-to-be a successful gig. - how can it lose. with
a god for a grand-daddy?
The new draft idea - a national
lottery - just great! It's American
roulette -- all the guys get a chance
to play dead.
'What's with the dininghall? Okay,
not enough of it is all right, but at
least get to the meat before "rigor
mortis" sets in will ya.
In a more serious vein though It is commonly understood that the
Bridgewater students avocation is
griping about the nature, state and
condition of the college. And that's
about all the student does - shoots
off his yap. Well, why don't you do
something about changing situations.
You've got a vote to your person.
You've got SCA repre~entatives who
have- the function of representing.
representing you.
You've got a
column in the newspaper to "sound
off" so Use It. You've got the media
a "Letters to the Editor." Use it.
If stagnancy, apathy, drole dullness,
and complacency are your complaints then do something about it.
You can, you know. If all you want
to do is complain, chronically. then
you have no right to expect any
change -- and by the constant groaning all you .do is make the joint a
bigger bore, a bigger vat of discontent.
A young lady stood up
recently and spoke her mind. She
did "something." This is significant.
But she stood relatively alone. The
majority of the student body met the
situation with the usual BLAH. Why
don't you wise uP. Use some tact
though.
It doesn't cost anything.

New England Exposed
Continued from Pg. 1, Col. 5

ings vividly depIcting the resurgent
economy and the "New Boston," a
spiritual and physical concept spurred by the Prudential Complex. A
key role Is played in the region's
economy by the electronics industry
which has mushroomed in the area
since World War II. While on the
subject of electronics, Dr. Lewis
poInted' out- that due to a lack of
natural resources such as coal, oil,
natural gas and large amounts of
water power, New England has
turned to atomic povier for its
electricity. New England does make
use of its natural resources in
areas such' as the Connecticut River
Valley where tobacco is grown or in
Maine where vast potato farms are
common.
Dr. Lewis devoted the
last few slides to the tourist industry. Massachusetts, inventor of the
historic district, and all of New
England, draws the tourist dollar
through historical sites fiuch as
Lexington and Plymouth; museumS
like those in Shelburne, Vermont
and New Bedford. and natural attractions such as beaches and ski
slopes.
Dr. Lewis ended the lecture with
a slide showing the "Mysterious
Yankee" whose identity is known
only to those who attended. The
next lecture, "Long Range Weather
Forecasting Using Sun Spots."featuring Dr. Edward M. Brooks, staff
meteorologist of the GCA Corporation in Bedford. is at 7 :30, Wednesday, March 29, in S304. Coffee will
be served at 7:00.

Guidance Noles
The latest guidance information
for BSC students:
Now available in the guidance
office is the College Placement
Annual 1967. This 1s "the official
occupational directory of the Regional Placement ASSOCiation. providing information on the positions
. customarily offered to college
graduates by principal employers."
A Vocational Testing Battery will
be given to all senIor AB students.
This test will enable them to gain an
insight to their vocational strengths.
Further information will be given
later.
The guidance office is in the process of displaying information and
literature on different types ofpositions available in federal summer
employment, Civil Service positions,
and others.
Guidance appointment schedules
will be posted in the senior dormitories and on the bulletin boards
in Boyden, specifically the Student
Teaching Notices' bulletin board.
Students are asked to sign up. (Other
guidance announcements will also be
posted on the latter bulletin board.)
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Carl de Suze being greeted by fans.

Carl de Suze signs an autograph.

Sing Along with the Gay Nineties show.

Students "Pop the Prof"

Kathy Cotter and Jim Moore

Bird's-Eye view of SCA Carnival.

Friday, March 17. 1967

Tommy Makem clowns, blesses the audience.

STATE COLLEGE AT BR IOGEWATER, MASS.

Concert, Sunday March 19, 1967

A dramatic moment in Ricky Ne Ison take-off.
David, della R.osa and Brooks

The Clancy Brothers mesmerize fans.
L to R: Liam, Tommy, Paddy, and Tom.
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By Karl P, Crowell
Brocki:on:
Bridgewater ended
their basketball season Tuesday
night v.1th a loss to Stonehill College. The Bear's won six and lost
fourteen this year \vith four '.vins
and nine losses in conference play.
The game was significant for
Stonehill and Coach Fran 0' Brien.
They hit the. 500 mark for the season with a 12 and 12 record, and
Coach O'Brien \\iho is retiring this
year ended his basketball career
with an 85 and 84 record.
The 22 point bulge is not a true
indication of the game's progress.
For most of the first half and until
about the fifteen minute mark of
the second half the game was close.
Stonehill got off to a fast start
on three quick field goals - two by
Pariseau, the games high scorer.
At this point it looked as if Stonehill's height and outside - shooting
would make the game a runaway.
The Bear's were making mistakes two turnovers on traveling violations
- and the Chieftains were cashing
in. Then BSC started to heat up.
Petipas hit on a jumper, Broman
converted two from the line and
Fitzpatrick hit for two to make the
score 8-6. Ron Richards and Pariseau combined for five pOints to
bring Stonehill back 13-6.
Ross, Petipas and Fitzpatrick
combined for 12 paints, on 2 free
throws by Ross, 2 field goals by
Fitzpatrick, and 3 field goals by
Petipas, to bring Bridgewater within one pOint, 19-18, at the 12minute
mark of the first quarter. Stonehill
had gone cold scoring. only six to
BSC's 12. The rest of the quarter
was all Stonehill though. They ran
five straight before fouling Ross,

I 93-71

who converted one, and ended the
quarter with a Stonehill 24 and BSC
19 score.
The second quarter started off
with
Bridgewater running and
scrambling. Crowley - a sharp but
little inexperienced frosh - was
fouled. He converted one to make
the score 24-20. Fitzpatrick hit on
a jump shot. Crowley got a couple
of steals. Ross hit a layup, Crowley
was fouled by Riordan and hit another free throw, Fitzpatrick hit on
another jumper, and Bridgewater
held the lead 27-26. Then Richards
and Fitzpatrick traded jumpers 29-28.
Stonehill then ran nine
straight to take the lead 37-29.
The second quarter ended with two
. more field goals by Stonehill and a
free wov,' and two field goals by
Bridgewater.
The second half ended:
score
Stonehill 41 and BSC 34,
Stonehill maintained a five to
seven point lead for the first six
minutes of the third quarter. With
the score at 47-40 Ross sank a
jumper, was fouled and completed
a three point play--score 47-43.
Then Petipas was fouled and upped
the score to 47-44. Ross then came
on with the prettiest play of the game.
He took a pass from Fitzpatrick,
drove, was bottled in front of the
basket, lunged forward with an
underhand, couldn't do anything else.
shot, and scored. Bridgewater had
again fought back to within one point.
The close score was only short lived,
though, as Stonehill started to feed
Richards in the pivot. His height
in the pivot proved the difference
in the game.
With the game close at 47-46,
Richards worked against Ron Bro-

man, scored, was fouled, and converted for the three pointer. Score
50-46. Riordan, Callahan and Pariseau all hit to push Stonehill into a
10 point .1ead--56-46. This burst
broke the game open. Richards kept
working the pivot scoring 16 of
Stonehill's next 37 points. In the
fourth quarter Stonehill opened the
game to a fairly constant 16 to 18
point lead, and ending with an eight
point burst that put the game out of
reach at a 20 to 22 pOint lead. The
final score was 93-71.
High scorers for Stonehill were
Pariseau 25, Richards 23, Riordan
11, and Callahan and Hampel had
10 apiece.
Petipas lead Bridgewater with 19,
Ross 18, Fitzpatrick 16, and Broman
10.

Barry Fitzpatrick starts a drive.

Bears Extend Streak

By Jim Pappas and Cormen Guarino
Assistant Football Coach Peter Mazzaferro has developed a many faceted,
succes~ful intramural athletics program which is currently featuring intramural basketball. Each team in the intramural league is ;required to play
eight games. At the end of the eight-game season, the four top teams will
compete in playoff rounds to decide the championship team. The playoffs
will be held March 13 - 23. The current intramural standings are as follows:
FLAMERS
UNKNOWNS
STIFFS
JAPPERS
EAGLES
STONES
MISSING LINKS
HAS BEENS
KAMAKAZIE

7-0
6- 0
5-2

4-4
3 -34
3 - 5
1- 6
1 - 6
0-7

3 - 4

1.000
.857
.714
,500
.428
.375
.142
.142
.000

In the spring, the rivalries of the softball league will begin once again.
Mr. Mazzaferro has also planned to have a track meet and a volleyball
league. All rosters or a volleyball team are to be'submitted to Mr. Mazzaferro before April 1.
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CENTRAL PHARMACY
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BRIDG.E. WATER PLAZA
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Complete Gift Center
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PLYMOUTH-HOME
NATIONAL.BANK
"On the Square· In the Square"
CHECKING ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE

"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or Spain. College prep., junior
year abroad and graduate programmes. $1,500.00 guarantees: round trip
flight to Stockholm, p'aris or Madrid, dormitories or apartments, two
meals daily, tJJition payed. Write: SCANSA, 50 Rue Prosper Legoute,
Antony - Paris, France."

By Chris Brady

Combining a hot offense with an icy defense Bridgewater came up with a
very big 88-68 victory over Farmington State, February 14. Al Petipas and
Barney Ross played their usual good offensive game, and got a l<Jt of help
from the ball hawking tactics of Fitzpatrick and board control by Crowley and
Broman.
.
From the opening tap-off it was clear that no one was going to stop the
Bear's. Farmington, though outclassed, managed to hold close to Bridgewater through most of the first half. When the half ended, the Bear's owned
a seven point lead.
The second half was more of the same. Petipas and Ross carried most
of the scoring and Broman and Crowley cleared the boards. BSC coasted
through the last fourteen minutes and won by twenty.

Intramural Sports
1.
2.
3;
4.
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.

Friday, March 17, 1967
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Barney Ross scores 2 despite-~
Riordon' 5 defense

Chamberlain .. A God?
By Karl P. Crowell
Well, Wilt Chamberlain has been
credited with leading the 76'ers to
their second straight Eastern Division championship. Apparently many
people give him this honor because
he has become more of a team
leader, passes off more, and, of
course, still plays his tremendous
defensive game.
There are, however, four other
players on the starting squad, and
the 76'ers have a rather significant
bench to backup the starters. People
seem to forget about Hal Greer,
Billy . Cunningham
(who always
seems to kill the Celtics), Luke
Jackson, Wally Jones and four or
five other really efficient ballplayers. The 76'ers are great because
they're a team of greats, just as
Boston is great for the same reason.
Back to Wilt: How can anyone
get excited about his record for
most consec~tive field goals (somewhere around 34 in a row)?, when
about one-third of those shots are
dunks, and another third layups. I
wonder if he could do it if he had
a couple of games against Russell
during the streak •• Chamberlain is
a damn good ballplayer but he is not
a god. It would really be a feat if
someone like Rick Barry scored 34
times in a row or even half that
number of times.

Carried by the momentum of a tremendous win two days before BSC upset
Westfield for its third straight win. Westfield beat Bridgewater by twenty
paints in their first meeting this year.
Crowley, lo61d.ng good for the second straight game, combined with Broman to hold Westfield off while the Bear's offensive game got hot. Late in
the half the offense heated up and started to cut into Westfield's lead. At
the half the Bear's trailed by only three,
In the second half Bridgewater started to run. Ross and Petipas had the
range and Broman was moving on the hoop with his big hook. At the fourteen
minute mark of the second half the Bear's had caught Westfield. Bridgewater
began to slowly pull away to their 67-61 victory.

BEARS WIN 1, LOSE 3

Karl P. Crowell

The Bear's extended ~their winning streak: to four games with a win over
Gorham State -- 83-76. The streak started against SMTI February 8 at
SMTI. Then the Bear's scored victories over Farmington State and Westfield
State.
The Bear's traveled to Boston State, February 21, and started a four game
losing streak there.
Coach Luscotoff's tourney bound Boston State five overpowered the Bear's
by a 93-56 score. Boston left the floor at halftime with a 36-18 lead, and
came back to pour it on in the second half.
Petipas was high scorer in the game with 18, but it was the all around
team scoring of Boston that made the difference. Boston's Anagnos got 12,·
Spirito 14. Gilbert 12, Jackson 9, Poehler 9. and MacKay 9.
Boston will play in the NAIA tourney games along with another Bridgewater nemisis Salem State.
Four days later the Bear's traveled to Plymouth, New Hampshire for a
game against Plymouth state College.
Bridgewater lost by nine 83-74.
The game was close in the beginning, but Plymouth gradually pulled away.
In the last 10 minutes of play Bridgewater staged a comeback. Down by 16
-- 63-47 -- the Bear's pulled within four, but Ron Broman, who had been
sparking the Bear's, fouled out, and the loss by nine points ensued.
Plymouth:
Durkee 10, Messier 6, McAllister 25, Knowles 4, Lord 22,
Davis 2, Vanderels 10, Zych 4. -- 83.
Bridgewater:
Ross 4. O'Shea 10, Crowley 5, Broman 16, K;elleher 3,
Fitzpatrick 19, Petipas 17. -- 74.

Student Cooperative-Book Store

STUDENTSI!

SPECIAL!
Nyline Jackets - light - warm
Originally $14,95 - now $12.95

Would you believe that this year's
Aquabryte Show will feature three
members in topless bathing suits?
Yo~ better believe it, it's TRUE.

Second semester text books will
be returned starting next week.
Please obtain what you need
during the next few days.
Two freshman boys wanted for
employment in Bookstore. If
interested, apply on March 15,
1967.
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Dependable Service
General Repairs
Coach Mazzaferro and Dean Deep look on during Stoneh i II game.
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